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Cross-sectional  studies  typically  find  positive  correlations  between  free  availability  of  scientific  articles
(‘open  access’)  and  citations.  Using  a number  of  instruments  as  plausible  sources  of exogeneous  variation,
we  find  no  evidence  for a causal  effect  of  open  access  on  citations.  We  provide  theory  and  evidence
suggesting  that  authors  of higher  quality  papers  are  more  likely  to choose  open  access  in hybrid  journals
which  offer  an  open  access  option.  Self-selection  mechanisms  may  thus  explain  the discrepancy  between
the  positive  correlation  found  in Eysenbach  (2006)  and  other  cross-sectional  studies  and  the  absence  of
such correlation  in  the  field  experiment  of  Davis  et  al. (2008).

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction17

The dominant business model in scientific publishing is ‘reader18

pays’, i.e. university libraries pay for academic journals through19

subscriptions. However, scientific articles are increasingly avail-20

able for free (‘open access’) under different modalities. Three factors21

have facilitated the emergence of open access: sharp decreases in22

dissemination costs with the advent of electronic publishing, grow-23

ing expectations that the results of publicly funded research should24

be freely available and increased strains on library budgets associ-25

ated with substantial increases in journal prices (McCabe, 2002;26

Dewatripont et al., 2006).27

The most visible form of open access has been the creation of28

journals that are free for readers and financed through fees levied29

on authors upon submission. The journals of the Public Library of30
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Science and its flagship journals, PLoS Biology and PLoS Medicine, are 31

perhaps the most notable examples but the directory of open access 32

journals currently lists more than 3000 entries. Despite concerns 33

that open access journals may be of lower quality (Jeon and Rochet., 34

2007; McCabe and Snyder, 2006), some have established them- 35

selves as prestigious outlets. For instance, the open access journal 36

PLoS Pathogens has an impact factor above nine and is the leading 37

journal in the field of parasitology. 38

Separately, publishers are increasingly offering authors the pos- 39

sibility to buy open access to their articles in subscription-based 40

journals. Initially pioneered by a number of not-for-profit pub- 41

lishers, open access options are now offered by almost all major 42

publishers.1 43

Free online availability can also result from authors posting 44

versions of their papers on their websites or in institutional reposi- 45

tories. This type of open access has become increasingly important 46

with the adoption of institutional mandates. For instance, the pub- 47

lic access policy of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) requires 48

authors of research funded by NIH to make their papers available 49

for free to the public on PubMed Central no later than 12 months 50

after publication. 51

1 The Entomological Society of America and the American Society of Limnology
and Oceanography were among the first to sell optional open access, beginning in
2001 (Walker, 2004). The Company of Biologists offers an open access option in its
journals Development, Journal of Cell Science, Journal of Experimental Biology since
January 2004. Proceedings of the National Academy of Science started to offer an open
access option in May 2004. The major publishers have followed, although not for
all  their journals: Elsevier (‘Sponsored articles’), Springer (‘Open Choice’), Black-
well (‘Online Open’), Taylor & Francis (‘iOpen Access’), John Wiley & Sons (‘Funded
Access’),  Oxford University Press (‘Oxford open’).
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The emergence of open access raises an important and interest-52

ing question. Do articles that are freely available get more widely53

diffused as a result? Using citations as a proxy for diffusion, many54

cross-sectional studies have found a positive correlation between55

open access and citations. The seminal contribution is Lawrence56

(2001) who finds that computer science conference articles that57

were openly accessible on the Web were cited more often than58

those that were not (+150%). Studies that find an open access cita-59

tion advantage by comparing sample means include Walker (2004);60

Antelman (2004); Harnad and Brody (2004), and Norris et al. (2008).61

A number of papers have investigated the effect on citations of62

depositing a (free) preprint on arXiv, an archive of working papers63

in mathematics and physics (Schwarz and Kennicutt, 2004; Kurtz64

et al., 2005; Metcalfe, 2005; Moed, 2007; Davis and Fromerth,65

2007). While papers deposited on arXiv get cited more, the inter-66

pretation is disputed with the more recent studies attributing67

this effect to quality differentials or earlier availability. Evans and68

Reimer (2009) follow a different approach by comparing citations69

before and after scientific publications become freely available and70

find a small effect of open access (around 8%). This study has been71

criticized by McCabe and Snyder (2011) for failing to take into72

account time trends in citations.73

Perhaps the most influential cross-sectional study is Eysenbach74

(2006) who compares the citation rates between open access and75

non-open access articles published in the second half of 2004 in Pro-76

ceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), a journal that77

offers an open access option for a fee. The strength of his approach78

is that he is able to control for important observables that might79

affect both the choice of open access and citations. Controlling for80

number of authors, authors’ lifetime publication count and impact,81

submission track, country of corresponding author, funding organi-82

zation, and discipline, he finds that open access articles were twice83

more likely to be cited in the first 4–10 months after publication.84

Davis (2009) reports a small but significant open access advantage85

for both PNAS and a number of other journals that offer an open86

access option.87

Doubts about whether a positive correlation between open88

access and citations could be interpreted as a causal effect have long89

existed. However, such doubts acquired particular salience with90

recent field experimental evidence from Davis et al. (2008).  This91

study found no differences in citations between papers randomly92

assigned to open access and control papers after one year (nor after93

three years, as shown in the follow-up study (Davis, 2011)). How-94

ever, the external validity of this study is limited by the fact that95

the sample of journals participating in the study may not be repre-96

sentative of the underlying population of journals. Another issue in97

interpreting these field-experimental results is that potential read-98

ers did not know that they could obtain the full-text for free, unless99

they browsed the journal website, or explicitly searched for the100

article.101

In this paper, we attempt to reconcile the field experimental102

evidence of Davis et al. (2008) with the results of cross-sectional103

studies, and in particular Eysenbach (2006).  We first show explic-104

itly in a simple model why comparisons of means for articles from105

a hybrid journal might lead to upward biased estimates of open106

access. A larger readership is especially valuable for the authors2107

if the paper is of high quality: for a given increase in the number108

of readers, a higher quality paper will receive more additional cita-109

tions than a lower quality paper. Thus, open access is relatively110

more attractive to authors of high quality papers and thus open111

2 As researchers care about the visibility of their work, they may be willing to pay
to  ensure that their work receives a larger number of citations. Indeed the present
value of a single additional citation for a 35-year-old physicist’s work was estimated
to  exceed 3000 current dollars (Diamond, 1986).

access papers tend to be of higher quality on average. Consequently, 112

regressions of the number of citations on open access capture both 113

a diffusion effect and a self-selection effect. 114

Empirically, we analyze a sample of 4388 biology papers pub- 115

lished between May 2004 and March 2006 by Proceedings of the 116

National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) an important, high-volume 117

scientific journal which started to offer an open access option to 118

authors in May 2004 for a USD 1000 fee. 119

In this journal, open access papers receive significantly more 120

citations after controlling for observables, as found in Eysenbach 121

(2006) who favored a diffusion (causal) interpretation. After repli- 122

cating this cross-sectional correlation using a broader sample, we 123

extend the analysis in multiple ways and reach opposite con- 124

clusions. We first find empirical evidence of self-selection using 125

an original measure of article quality, i.e. the ratings from F1000 126

biology, a website where biology professors evaluate new papers 127

of interest. We also implement an instrumental variable strategy 128

where our preferred instrument is a dummy for publication of the 129

article in the last quarter of the fiscal year. The idea here is that aca- 130

demic departments may have unused budgets that must be spent 131

before the end of the fiscal year (or the funds are lost). Thus, discre- 132

tionary spending on otherwise low-priority items such as paying 133

for optional open access fees is more likely to be observed towards 134

the end of the year, which is born out by our data. Using this instru- 135

ment, we find that the coefficient of open access is insignificant and 136

dramatically reduced compared to the coefficient of a simple ordi- 137

nary least squares regression. Similar results are found with other 138

instruments (and combinations thereof): a change of publication 139

policy for NIH intramural researchers and a dummy for Howard 140

Hughes Medical Institute investigators (who receive a special bud- 141

get to pay open access fees). 142

Our results cast serious doubts on the causal interpretation of 143

the open access advantage observed in Eysenbach (2006) and other 144

observational studies. Instead self-selection mechanisms explain at 145

least part of the open access citation advantage observed in such 146

studies. Although our point estimates suggest no causal effect of 147

open access at all, a quantitatively small causal effect cannot be 148

statistically ruled out. 149

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 intro- 150

duces a simple model of the open open access choice. Section 3 151

describes the data used in this paper. The econometric specifica- 152

tion and results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides more 153

additional evidence on self-selection versus diffusion as an expla- 154

nation of the open access citation advantage. Section 6 concludes. 155

2. A simple model 156

We formalize here the idea that open access is relatively more 157

attractive to authors of higher quality papers and its implications. 158

This is a model of the decision to buy open access after the paper is 159

accepted in a journal. Let qi be the quality of the article defined as 160

the probability of the article being cited conditional on the article 161

being read. qi is exogeneously given and heterogenous across arti- 162

cles. The number of citations N generated by an article of quality qi 163

is thus N(qi, n) = nqi where n is the number of readers. Authors value 164

citations as they help them secure peer recognition, jobs, promo- 165

tions and continued research funding (Stephan, 1996). However, 166

the present value of a citation may vary across authors for instance 167

according to age and career stage. ıj is the (heterogeneous and 168

exogeneously given) present value of a citation. 169

Authors maximise the present value of the number of citations 170

generated by an article minus the publication cost c: 171

UA = ıjnqi " c (1) 172
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Authors can choose to publish in open access (OA) or in restricted173

access (RA). The publication cost for the author is cOA if he publishes174

in open access and zero otherwise. The number of readers is nOA175

if the article is published in open access and nRA otherwise, with176

nOA # nRA. Utility maximisation thus involves resolving a tradeoff177

between the costs of publication and a larger readership. An author178

will choose to publish in open access if179

(nOA " nRA)ıjqi # cOA (2)180

The comparative statistics are straightforward: a paper is more181

likely to be published in open access if the quality qi of the paper182

is high, if the present value of a citation ıj is high, if the cost of183

publishing cOA in open access is low and if the increase in readership184

associated with open access (nOA " nRA) is high.185

The cost of purchasing open access is constant. However, the186

benefit to the author increases with the quality of the paper. The187

latter occurs because higher quality papers enjoy a larger increase188

in citations for a given increase in readership. Thus, in equilibrium,189

the average quality of open access papers is higher than that of190

restricted access papers.191

This has important implications empirically. What we really192

would like to know is the percentage increase in the number of cita-193

tions for an article of a given quality. However, what we observe is194

the percentage difference of citations between open access papers195

and restricted access papers. Since being in open access is not ran-196

domly assigned but is the outcome of a maximization process, the197

observed difference in citations is upward biased.198

3. Data199

3.1. The PNAS dataset200

Our original dataset consists of 4388 articles published in the201

scientific journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences202

(PNAS) between May 2004 and March 2006.3 PNAS is an important203

scientific journal which is second in reputation only to Nature,  Sci-204

ence and Cell. It publishes a high volume of primary research papers205

(weekly issues with 60 papers per issue). Restricting the analysis to206

a single important journal enables us to have a more homogeneous207

sample and to focus on within-journal variability.208

Upon acceptance of their papers, PNAS authors are offered the209

possibility to buy open access exchange for a USD 1000 fee. If they210

pay the fee, the electronic version of the paper is available for free on211

the journal website. If they choose not to buy open access, access is212

restricted to subscribers for the first six months. In any case, readers213

based in developing countries have free and immediate access to214

all articles.215

We focus on articles published in the area of biological sci-216

ences which represents approximatively 90% of papers published in217

PNAS. An important point is that contrary to economics or physics,218

circulation of pre-publication papers (working papers, preprints, ...)219

is inexistent in biology where pre-publication would significantly220

decrease the chances of subsequent publication in an academic221

journal. Self-archiving by authors is also uncommon. To verify that,222

we searched for full text versions of articles published in one issue223

of PNAS three months after its publication. Of the 43 articles pub-224

lished in restricted access, we were able to find only two cases225

where a full-text version was freely available elsewhere on the web.226

For cited papers, we know from the website of the journal227

whether the article was published in open access or not, the names228

3 Our sample is larger than the original Eysenbach (2006) study and we observe
citations over a longer period. However, the main difference is that in our analysis
we use instruments as sources of exogeneous variation and have additional control
variables.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative citations to PNAS articles.

of the authors, the publication date, the subfield in which it was 229

published, the email address of the corresponding author, the sub- 230

mission track4 and whether the article was featured on the cover 231

of the journal. 232

3.2. Citation data 233

Citation data were extracted from ISI Web of Science which is 234

the standard bibliometric database and includes citations from over 235

7000 scientific journals. For citing papers, we know the time of 236

publication and the journal where they are published. We use this 237

information to construct the cumulative number of citations after 238

various lengths of time. 239

Fig. 1 displays the mean and 95% confidence intervals of citations 240

accumulated over time for both open access and restricted access 241

papers. About 17% of our sample consists of open access papers. A 242

citation advantage of open access article is apparent from the raw 243

data. 244

For the rest of the paper we focus on the number of citations 245

accumulated within two years as our dependent variable. We chose 246

citations after two years for two reasons. First, it is a very conven- 247

tional time window to observe citations, for instance the journal 248

impact factors calculated by ISI/Thompson are based upon cita- 249

tions after two years. Second, this was the maximal amount of time 250

for which we could observe citations when the data was collected. 251

While the treatment (free availability versus restricted availability) 252

is limited to 6 months, its effect on citations might appear later. 253

The first reason for this is very mechanical; even though publica- 254

tion cycles are much shorter in biology than in economics, there is 255

nevertheless a potentially substantial lag between the time of first 256

submission (which we do not observe) and the time of publication. 257

For instance, a citing article may be submitted five months after 258

the publication of the cited article, spend 6 months in the referee- 259

ing process and wait another two months to move from accepted 260

status to actual publication. The second reason is initial citations 261

may accelerate subsequent citations (an indirect effect).5 Indeed, it 262

is a common theme in the economics and sociology of science that 263

small initial advantages can be magnified over time. 264

4 In additional to the usual submission track where authors submit manuscripts to
the editorial office, this journal has two special submission tracks. Academy mem-
bers can submit their own papers with two referee reports to the editorial office
(track III). They can also communicate manuscripts from other authors that they
find interesting (track I).

5 We thank an anonymous referee for this remark.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics.

Open access (n = 723) Restricted access (n = 3665)

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Dependent variable (Y):
Citations after two years 17.98 22.06 13.55 12.31

Control variables (X):
Last author productivity 0.28 0.36 0.26 0.33
Number of authors 4.38 1.03 6.05 3.72
Years  since 1st pub. of the last author 24.43 10.29 24.31 10.35
F1000  “grade” (*) 0.98 1.95 0.82 1.81
Broad  appeal 0.03 0.18 0.02 0.12
Last  author is a star 0.14 0.34 0.12 0.32
From the cover 0.09 0.29 0.07 0.26
Submission = Track II (standard submission) 0.36 0.48 0.5 0.5
Submission = Track III (academy members) 0.31 0.46 0.27 0.44
Private firms 0.06 0.24 0.02 0.15
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 0.05 0.21 0.04 0.19

Instruments (Z):
NIH – post reform 0.04 0.19 0.02 0.13
End  of fiscal year 0.21 0.41 0.16 0.37
Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) 0.13 0.34 0.06 0.24

(*) Grades on F1000biology.com are clustered around 3 (“recommended”), 6 (“must read”) and 9 (“exceptional”). Papers not evaluated coded as 0.

3.3. Controls265

Last author characteristics:  We focus on the last author because266

in the natural and physical sciences, a robust social norm systemat-267

ically assigns last authorship to the principal investigator (Azoulay268

et al., 2006; Riesenberg and Lundberg, 1990). We construct two269

proxies to control for quality of the last author. First, we match the270

names of the last author with Medline data extracted using Publica-271

tionHarvester (Azoulay et al., 2006). We use these data to construct272

the variable ‘Last author productivity’ which is defined as the num-273

ber of publications of the last author weighted by the impact factor274

of the publishing journal and divided by the number of years since275

(s)he started publishing.6 Second, we construct a dummy that takes276

value 1 if the last author is a star, i.e. if (s)he is appears on one of ISI277

Web of Science lists of 250 most cited researchers in various sub-278

fields of biology. Finally, our regressions also include the number of279

years since the first publication as a proxy for age of the last author.280

Article quality:  We use a novel proxy for article quality which is281

the evaluation given by biology professors on the website F1000282

Biology.7 Contributors to this website post short summaries of283

recently published papers together with an evaluation which can284

be either ‘recommended’, ‘must read’ or ‘exceptional’. The contrib-285

utors are university professors and experts in particular subfields286

of biology. Around 19% of articles in our sample have received an287

evaluation on F1000: 12% appear as ‘recommended’, 6% as ‘must288

read’ and 1% as ‘exceptional’. A dummy is constructed for each of289

these types of evaluations. While this proxy for article quality con-290

tains only four different modalities (not evaluated, recommended,291

must read, and exceptional), which might not capture entirely the292

quality of the article, it, nevertheless, yields useful insights.8293

6 One problem we encountered is that it is difficult to identify publications for
authors with common last names. The procedure we used to deal with this issue was
to  exclude observations where the last author had a very common last name (more
than 5 occurrences of different authors with the same last name in our dataset). This
results in a loss of 590 observations mainly for papers with last authors with an Asian
name. For moderately common names (between 2 and 5 occurrences of different
authors with the same last name in our dataset), we kept them in the dataset but
adjusted the total number of publications downwards by dividing the total number
by the number of different occurrences in the dataset. The results of our paper are
robust to alternative specifications.

7 http://www.f1000biology.com.
8 One might think that using our proxy as a control for quality raises two potential

concerns. First, open-access may increase the likelihood that a given article receives

Since open access might be motivated by a desire to facilitate 294

access to readers outside the scientific community, we also con- 295

struct a dummy ‘Broad appeal’ that takes value 1 if the article was 296

cited in Scientific American, New Scientist, the Economist (Table 1). Q4 297

3.4. Instruments 298

Our empirical strategy consists of instrumenting open access 299

to isolate the effect of diffusion from self-selection. Our preferred 300

instrument is a dummy for publication in the last quarter of the 301

fiscal year. We exploit here the fact that academic departments 302

may have leftover budgets that need to be spent before the end of 303

the fiscal year.9 One otherwise low-priority item on which budgets 304

can be spent is paying for open access fees for papers about to be 305

published in PNAS. While there is evidence of fiscal year seasonal- 306

ity influencing economic outcomes (Oyer, 1998), to the best of our 307

knowledge we are the first to use it as an instrument. In our data, 308

21% of articles published in the last quarter of the fiscal year are in 309

open access compared to 15% for the three other quarters. At Har- 310

vard, where the fiscal year ends on the 30th of June, 42% of articles 311

published in April, May and June are in open access compared to 312

15% for those published in the rest of the year. 313

Our second instrument is a dummy that takes value 1 if the 314

corresponding author is an intramural researcher of the National 315

Institutes of Health (NIH) and the article was published after April 316

2005. The NIH issued a new policy on open access in February 317

2005, to be implemented in May 2005. Although this policy was 318

primarily aimed at research funded by the NIH and conducted extra 319

muros, it also had an effect on NIH intramural researchers. Before 320

the change in policy, only 13% of articles authored by NIH intramu- 321

ral researchers were in open access. After the change in policy, the 322

corresponding number was 28%. Since we control for being a NIH 323

an evaluation on F1000. We think that is highly unlikely as F1000 contributors are
eminent scientists, and it is hard to imagine that they lack institutional or personal
access to PNAS. Second, there could be a positive feedback loop whereby a higher
number of citations increases the likelihood that a given article receives an evalu-
ation  on F1000. We think that this is highly unlikely as well, as the vast majority
of  evaluations are made shortly (less than 1 month) after the article is published,
before citations can be observed.

9 We coded the end of the fiscal year as follows: end of June for US-based aca-
demic institutions; end of September for US government, end of December for other
countries.
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Table 2
Results.

Pooled OLS (I) 2SLS 1st stage (II) 2SLS 2nd stage (III) GMM 2nd stage (IV) LIML 2nd stage (V)
Two  years citations Open access Two years citations Two years citations Two years citations

Open access 4.123a [0.581] 0.813 [4.494] 0.363 [4.413] 0.795 [4.518]
F1000  = “recommended” 3.442a [0.628] 0.02 [0.017] 3.526a [0.657] 3.573a [0.651] 3.527a [0.657]
F1000  = “must read” 4.946a [0.813] 0.055b [0.026] 5.135a [0.865] 5.184a [0.860] 5.136a [0.866]
F1000  = “exceptional” 6.571b [2.642] 0.064 [0.084] 6.812a [2.536] 6.755a [2.534] 6.812a [2.536]
Broad  appeal 2.448 [1.867] 0.118a [0.048] 2.826 [1.980] 2.900 [1.976] 2.828 [1.981]
Last  author is a star 3.067a [0.781] 0.012 [0.020] 3.106a [0.791] 3.160a [0.786] 3.106a [0.791]
From  the cover 6.164a [0.877] "0.001 [0.022] 6.157a [0.879] 6.135a [0.870] 6.157a [0.879]
Last  author productivity 2.709a [0.789] 0.000 [0.021] 2.746a [0.783] 2.719a [0.783] 2.746a [0.784]
Submission = Track II "0.149 [0.405] "0.090 a [0.014] "0.442 [0.564] "0.476 [0.560] "0.443 [0.566]
Submission = Track III "1.358 a [0.493] "0.042 b [0.017] "1.479 a [0.513] "1.483 a [0.513] "1.480 a [0.514]
Number  of authors 0.616a [0.083] "0.023 a [0.002] 0.541a [0.127] 0.531a [0.125] 0.540a [0.127]
Years  since 1st pub. of the last author "0.068 a [0.018] "0.001 [0.001] "0.071 a [0.018] "0.071 a [0.018] "0.071 a [0.018]
Private  firms 0.899 [1.004] 0.219a [0.039] 1.633 [1.422] 1.735 [1.410] 1.637 [1.425]
N.I.H. "0.672  [0.753] "0.058 c [0.033] "0.548 [0.750] "0.476 [0.736] "0.548 [0.749]
End  of fiscal year 0.049a [0.016]
NIH – post reform 0.178a [0.055]
H.H.M.I. 0.109a [0.027]

Year FE yes yes yes yes yes
Subfield FE yes yes yes yes yes

Constant (Biochemistry subfield) 7.844a [0.825] 0.269a [0.025] 8.7778a [1.477] 8.901a [1.456] 8.783a [1.483]
F  test on IVs 12.13
Hansen J stat./P-value 0.30/0.86
Observations 4388 4388 4388 4388 4388
R-squared 0.126 0.09

Notes: Robust standard errors in brackets. c significant at 10%; b at 5%; a at 1% Column I reports the benchmark OLS regression. The first-stage of the two-stage least squares
regression with the three instruments is displayed in column II. The second stage of the two stage least square regression is displayed in column III and the results of the
GMM  estimation and LIM in column IV and V.

intramural researcher and for time trends, we expect the instru-324

ment to capture only the effect of open access. Our third instrument325

is a dummy that takes value 1 if one of the authors is an investi-326

gator for the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI). The HHMI327

provides a special budget of USD 3000 to its investigators to pay for328

open access fees. Since HHMI investigatorships are prestigious, it is329

important that we control for author quality to ensure the validity330

of the instrument.331

4. Econometric specification and results332

As a benchmark we estimate with ordinary least squares and333

robust standard errors:334

Y = ı ! open access + X  ̌ + ! (3)335

where Y is the number of citations after two years and X is the336

complete set of control variables described in the preceding section.337

We then implement the instrumental variable strategy with338

two-stage least squares, limited information maximum likelihood339

(LIML) and with GMM.10 GMM is more efficient than two-stage340

least squares under conditional heteroskedasticity (Hayashi, 2000)341

10 We considered two alternative estimators, a matching approach and the Heckit
procedure. However, for a matching approach to work, the selection must be made
on  observable characteristics. As Cameron and Trivedi (2005:871) put it “the key
assumption is that unobservable variables play no role in the treatment assignment
[in our case, the choice of open-access] and outcome determination [in our case, the
number of citations]”. We were concerned that our proxy for article quality (F1000
rankings) captures only partially the quality of the article, and that we were essen-
tially dealing with a problem of selection on unobservables, which can be addressed
by  instrumental variables. The Heckman two-step estimator (or Heckit estimator)
is  usually used when the sample is non-randomly selected (hence when there is a
selection bias). In our case, we analyze the number of citations on all articles pub-
lished in PNAS between May 2004 and March 2006. Hence, we do not observe only
the  articles published in open access, we also include in our sample the ones that
are published in “restricted access”. However, since we claim that the choice of open
access is not exogenous to the quality of the article (which is likely to be correlated
to the number of citations), we need to adopt an IV estimator.

and LIML is approximately median-unbiased for overidentified 342

constant effects models (Angrist and Pischke, 2009). We refrain 343

from using a nonlinear first stage such as a probit or logit, because 344

the second stage estimates would not be consistent if the func- 345

tional form of the first stage was incorrect (Angrist, 2001; Angrist 346

and Krueger, 2001). 347

The results of the benchmark OLS regression are reported in the 348

first column in Table 2. The coefficient on open access is positive 349

and significant at the 1% confidence level. The coefficient is robust 350

to various combinations of controls. It is also quantitatively impor- 351

tant with 4.12 more citations (+53%) for open access articles than 352

restricted access articles. These results are in line in terms of both 353

significance and magnitude with those of Eysenbach (2006) and 354

Davis (2009) with similar samples. Our next regressions investigate 355

whether this coefficient can be interpreted as causal. 356

The first stage of the two-stage least squares regression with the 357

three instruments is displayed in column II. The three instruments 358

are significant at the 1% confidence level. The first-stage F-statistics 359

is 12.13 and the Stock-Yogo (2005) test statistic rejects the null 360

that the group of instruments is weak (the critical value of the test 361

for three instruments at a 5% confidence level, one endogeneous 362

regressor and a 2SLS bias of 10% is 9.08). 363

The first stage provides evidence of self-selection of higher qual- 364

ity articles into open access.11 The coefficient on our proxies for 365

article quality (the evaluation on F1000 biology and broad appeal) 366

are positive and significant. The dummy for ‘must read’ is signifi- 367

cant at the 5% confidence level. The dummy for ‘exceptional’ is not 368

significant but the number of articles in this category is very small. 369

A joint F-test on the three F1000 dummies reject the null that they 370

are not different from zero at the 5% confidence level. As robust- 371

11 Eysenbach (2006) reports no statistically significant differences in self-reported
article quality between open access articles and other articles from an author survey.
Yet,  we are skeptical about the use of self-reported measures from survey data as
proxies for the quality of research.
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ness check, we ran a probit of open access on the same explanatory372

variables with the same results.373

The second stage of the 2SLS is displayed in column III and374

the results of the GMM estimation and LIML in column IV and V375

respectively. When we instrument, the coefficient on open access376

decreases by a factor of five or more and is no longer significant.377

This is the case with either 2SLS, GMM or LIML.378

5. More evidence on selection versus diffusion379

Besides the regressions, two other arguments further suggest380

that the open access advantage observed in the raw data (Fig. 1)381

and in the non-instrumented specification (column 1) comes from382

self-selection rather than from a diffusion effect of open access.383

First, the timing of citation accumulation over time observed384

in Fig. 1 seems inconsistent with a diffusion effect of open access.385

Given that the treatment is free versus restricted access only for386

the first six months (after which every article becomes freely avail-387

able), one would expect the open access citation advantage to stop388

increasing after six-months. The opposite is observed which is not389

reconcile to reconcile with a diffusion or causal, effect of open390

access on citations. However, a causal effect cannot be ruled out391

from this evidence alone, because initial citations may accelerate392

future citations.12393

Second, we look at citations in Science,  Nature and Cell, the three394

most prestigious scientific journals. Authors publishing in these395

highly prestigious journals are performing cutting-edge science396

and can hardly be expected to lack extensive access to the scientific397

literature. Yet, as shown in Fig. 2, open access papers also receive398

significantly more citations in these three journals.399

Both of these facts are at odds with a diffusion effect but can400

be readily explained by self-selection of higher quality articles into401

open access. If open access articles are on average of better qual-402

ity, they should receive more attention in the top journals (hence403

the citation differential in Science,  Nature and Cell) and the open404

access citation advantage considering all citations should continue405

to increase after six months.406

6. Concluding remarks407

The main contribution of this paper is to show that at least part of408

the larger number of citations received by open access papers is due409

12 We thank an anonymous referee for this remark.

to a self-selection effect rather than a diffusion (or causal) effect. 410

We provide theory and evidence suggesting that authors of higher 411

quality papers are more likely to choose open access in hybrid jour- 412

nals which offer an open access option. Self-selection mechanisms 413

may thus explain the discrepancy between the positive correla- 414

tion found in many cross-sectional studies and the absence of such 415

correlation in the field experiment of Davis et al. (2008).  416

Using three instruments as plausible sources of exogeneous 417

variation, we find no evidence for a causal effect of open access 418

on citations. However, a quantitatively small causal effect cannot 419

be statistically ruled out. Perhaps we should not be too surprised 420

by the absence of a large effect. Gaule (2009) reports that biologists 421

based in India facing important limitations in their access to the lit- 422

erature yet routinely obtain electronic versions of papers through 423

requests to authors or friends who have better access. 424

Our results may not apply to other forms of open access beyond 425

journals that offer an open access option. Authors increasingly self- 426

archive either on their website or through institutional repositories. 427

Studying the effect of that type of open access is a potentially impor- 428

tant topic for future research. 429

An important limitation of studies based on citations is that they 430

do not capture ‘invisible readers’, i.e. readers that do not themselves 431

publish in scientific journals. Although the main readership of sci- 432

entific papers is scientists themselves, students and practitioners 433

occasionally read scientific articles, in particular in medicine. 434

The diffusion effect of open access is an interesting and impor- 435

tant question. However, whether open access should be widely 436

adopted ultimately depends on the sum of all its welfare effects. A 437

full welfare analysis is beyond the scope of this paper but we note 438

such an analysis might include the time spent by readers accessing 439

materials and competitive effects in the scientific publishing mar- 440

ket (Bergström, 2001; Wellcome Trust, 2003; Dewatripont et al., 441

2006). 442
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